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Restaurant Math 
Activity 
Grade Level: 2,3,4,5 
Topic: Addition| Division| Measurement| 
 Multiplication| Subtraction  
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Use restaurant menus to help your child practice working with money and decimals. 
Have fun role-playing as waiters and customers! 
 

What You Need: 
 

• one or two take-out menus 
• paper and pencil 
• bills and coins 

 

Instructions: 
 
Take out some take-out menus for food choices your child enjoys.  
 
*Note: If your child has not yet studied decimals (usually not until at least 2nd grade, 
when they start writing dollars and cents using decimals), you can simply white-out 
the cents portions of the prices, leaving only the whole number dollars. 
 
Now tell your child that you will take turns “playing restaurant”, switching off roles 
of being the customer and the server. You should start out in the role of server, so 
you can model the procedure first for your child. Make sure your child has enough 
money to pay for items on the menu.  
 
When the "customer" arrives, they should be seated at the table and you should 
take down their order on a notepad. Total the items on the notepad for your child 
to see, state the price, and give your child the check. Your child then uses the bills 
and coins to pay for the bill, and you make change if necessary.    
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You can repeat this game as many times as you want, switching roles each time. 
Use a different menu to keep things interesting, or have your child create their own 
menu. 
 
You could also have your child work on division by splitting the check.  
 
If you have an older child with more decimal experience, have them calculate the 
tip and add it to the bill. If they have not yet had experience with percents yet 
(usually fourth grade), this could be a bit too tricky for them to understand at this 
time.  
 
Share pictures of your makeshift restaurant, or any menus that your child created 
with the BookSmart Math Community Facebook group! Use the hashtag 
#restaurantmath so others can find your young restaurateur using their math  
knowledge.  
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